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Atomistic nd Multiscle Modeling of Surfce Effects on the Mechnic1 llehvior and Propefties ofNanomateñals
Surface dominated nanostructures such as nanowires have recently garnered significant attention due to their
unique physical properties. In this presentation, I will discuss recent efforts using various computational
modeling techniques to gain further insights into unique mechanical behavior and properties that result from
these surface effects.

Using atomistic modeling, I will discuss recent predictions of novel shape memoiy and pseudoelastic behavior
observed in FCC and intermetallic nanowires that are not observed in the corresponding bulk materials. I will
discuss the important role of nanoscale surface stress effects in enabling the shape memory response, and I will
discuss the novel atomistic deformation mechanisms that are observed during the mechanical deformation of
shape memory nanowires.

The second part of the talk will discuss recent developments in multiscale, fmite element method-based
modeling to capture surface effects on the mechanical behavior and properties of both FCC metal and
semiconducting nanowires. I will discuss this approach, the surface Cauchy-Bom model, then demonstrate its
ability to capture size, surface and boundary condition effects on the elastic properties of the nanowires.
Specific attention will be made to compare the obtained results to those where surface effects are neglected such
that an understanding of how surface effects impact the elastic properties of nanowires across various length
scales can be obtained.
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